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ne DCP-l Dual Controller I phaser
for remotely-tuned active antennae

Hark Connelly - WAI10N - 30 JUL 1991

The DCP-l Dual Controller I Phaser is designed to tune
two varactor-tuned remote active antennae independently and,
if desired, combine the signals from each antenna so that
phase cancellation of a dominant station or noise source may
be effected. As In the case of two-wire phasing units such
as the KWDX-4 (see my 1985 article, available as NRC I IRCA
reprints), the goal of such cancellation Is the reception of
desired DX targets normally covered by a dominant station (or
electrical noise). Because the'phase between the two antennae
on the sign~l to be nulled can be adjusted to 180 degrees (at
equal amplitudes) and other signals may be present at different
phase and amplitude relationships, nulling of a dominant "pest"
need not cause nulling of desired (subdominant) signals. Nullin,
both pests and DX does sometimes occur - this will be discussed
later.

DCP~1 controls and jacks are compatible with the two
remotely-tuned antenna systems that I have recently documented I
the RTL-l Remotely-Tuned Loop and the RTU-l/HFJ 1024 Remotely-
Tuned Active Whip. Two cables connect the DCP-l to each active
antenna (4 DCP-l-to- antenna cables total). One of these two
cables per antenna is the coaxial line which transfers DC power
(+12V nominal) to the antenna and RF output from it. The other
cable transfers varactor and bandswitch-relay control voltage to
the antenna.

DCP-l Input. I OUtputs

Jll transfers DCpower to, and RF from, active Antenna '1
J21 transfers DCpower to, and RF from, active Antenna '2
J31 transfers varactor and relay control to active Ant. '1
J41 transfers varactor and relay control to active Ant. '2

. J51 input for local ground
J61 transfers RF from the DCP-l to the receiver
J71 input for DC power source (+12 volts)

DCP-l Control.

Rll adjusts amplitude of signal from active Antenna '1
R2: adjusts amplitude of signal from active Antanna '2
R31 adjusts the varactor voltage that tunes Antenna '1
R41 adjusts the varactor voltage that tunes Antenna '2
R51 adjusts the output level of the DCP-l
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811 control. the relays in Antenna '1 and Antenna '2 that

select low-band or high-band frequency range
821 turns DC power to the DCP-l unit on or ot'!

831 selects Antenna '1 output, Antenna '2 output, or one
of the two null modes (a or b) that combine the
Antenna'l and Antenna '2 outputs

841 turns the DCP-l's.output amplifier on (for extra gain
when needed) or off
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correct values to establish a null. Hore often, the interplay of
level pot settings and tuning-voltage pot settings is required
to create a null.

Another issue that must be considered is collateral nulling
of DX along with "pests". The likelihood of this occurring is
much less if an active loop is phased against an active whip than
if two whips or two loops are phased. Useful nulls - those that
remove pests without killing DX as well - have been obtained
using two loops when the loops have been spaced at least 6.6 ft./
2m apart and oriented at right angles to each other. For two
whip phasing, or for two loop phasing where the two loops are
oriented similarly, my experience has been that useful nulls
only occur when there is a substantial distance (at least 33 ft./
10m - or better yet, upwards of 66 ft./20m) between the two
antennae. Furthermore, results are best when a line drawn
through the two antennae extends either to the station to be
nulled or to the target area of wanted DX. If the line passing
through the two antennae ia close to perpendicular to the
bearings to both the "peat" and the DX, useful nulla are likely
to be elusive.

Active phasing of longwires may be implemented in rural
areas for high-sensitivity receiving. Using the RTL-l or RTU-l
equipped HFJ 1024 aa longwire tuner-amplifiers is not advised
where strong local broadcaat atations are present. In the
future, higher-dynamic-range remotely-tunable longwire
preamplifiers will be designed for better performance in
that application. Of course, remotely-tuned longwire VB.
remotely-tuned whip (or loop) phasing possibilities also exist,
provided that the longwire tuner can operate without objection-
able spur-creating overload.
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.Il.I..1ruLthe DCP-l

Refer to Figure 1 and to the block diagram in the appendix.

preli.inary Set-up

Connect Antenna '1 to Jl (RF/DC) and to J3 (control).
Connect Antenna '2 to J2 (RF/DC) and to J4 (control). Connect
local ground, if de.ired, to J5. Connect the receiver to J6.
Connect DC power (+12V) to J7. Set Rl, R2, and R5 fully
cobnt8rciockWiae (CCW) (maximum resistance arm to ground).
Ignore, for the moment, the settings of R3, R4, 81, and B3.
Set S2 to Power On (up) and aet S4 to Amplifier Off (down).

tune AnteMa 11

Phasing with the DCP-l (Sa.ple Phasing Strategy)

1. First perform the "Tune Antenna 11" and "Tune Antenna '2"
procedures given previously.

Set S3 to "I". AdjustR3 for a peak signal on the desired
frequency. If 8 well-defined peak does not occur, or if it ia
at.the CCW or CW end of R3'a adjustment range. change the
setting of Bl (the band-select switch) and then re-adjust R3t~ get the desired peak.

'!'une AnteM8 12

2. Set Rl and R2 about "one hour" (= 30 degrees) clockwise
from the counterclockwise atop. Then, compare the level
of the station "(or noise) to be nulled with S3 on "1"
(Antenna 11) and on "2" (Antenna 12).

I

3A. If the difference ia ~slight" (e. g. leBa than 6 dB),. do not
bother adjusting Rl or RZ at this time.

3B. If one of the antennae is giving a much stronger signal
than the other, adjust its amplitude pot (Rl for Antenna '1
or RZ for Antenna '2) to obtain nearly-equal levels with
.S3 on "I", then on HZ". Actual use here indicates that
adjusting so you have the "stronger" antenna's level about

3 dB above the level of the "weaker" antenna helps set up
a null more quickly.

4. Switch S3 between "NULL-a" and "NULL-b". One of these
positions ulJually gives more "pest" signal reduction. That
is the position to use.

.[Notel Antenna '2 must be tuning-range compatible' with
Antenna '1 as there ia only one band-select switch (BI).)
Set S3 to "2". Adjuat R4 for a peak signal on the desiredfrequency.

Phaain. with the .DCP-l (Introduction I Oeneral DiacuasioD)

Phasing methods are not "cast in concrete": numerous
working atr.tegies exist. When the dominant station to be
nulled ia approximately equal in strength with B3~on "1"

(Antenna '1) and on "2" (Antenna '2), phasing ia relatively
straightforward. When a substantial difference in "pest"

station (or noiae) strength exists between the two antennae,
methods of "~I"~g become more varied. Buffice it to say, aa
a DXer gaina experience uaing the DCP-l for phasing, the
correct strategy to set up a given null will become apparent.
The goal here ia to balance the dominant 8ignal amplitude
contributions from each antenna and to establish a lBO-degree
phase 8hift to cancel the dominant signal. What can make

phasing a bit tricky ia that any change in phase (done by
detuning one of the antenna'. varactors) also change8 the

a.plitude from that antenna. Sometimes, ju8t adjusting tuning
will aimultaneoual, set the phase and the amplitude to the

5. Adjust R3 (Antenna '1 tune) to deepen the null. If no such
deepening occur8, set S3 to "I", re-adjust R3 for a peak,
and then return S3 to the null position selected in Btep 4.

6. Adjust R4 (Antenna '2 tune) to deepen the null. If no such
deepening occurs, set S3 to "2", re-adjuat R4 for a peak,
and then return S3 to the null position selected in Btep 4.

7. Adjust the level pot (Rl or RZ) that had been used in Step
3D. If neither pot had been used, start with Rl. Adjust
for a null. Do the same with the other level pot.
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8. By this time. in molt Cllel, a definite null should be

.' eltablbhed. Xeep interactively adjusting the level pot
(Rl or R2) and the tuning pot (R3 or R4) that have the
moat effect until an adequate null (permitting lubdominant
signal reception, has been established.

9.'If the desirld DI station (left after nulling) is too weak,
switch in the DCP-l'. amplifier by .etting S4 to AmP. On
(up'. Amplifier overloading can be managedby adjusting15.

If the null is too "narrow-banded" (not nulling both
aidebands of an AM signal as well as the carrier', set the
O-spoiling switches on the two active antennae to "Low 0"
instead of "Normal 0".

To gain experience in using the DCP-l to phase two remotely-
tuned antennae. practice on daytime HW broadcast signals,
especially thole having a lubdominant that, before null attempts,
is perceivable behind the dominant station. "Oraveyard" channell
(1230.1240. 1340. 1400. 1450. 1490 kHI in North America' are
usually prime candidates. Phasing skip lignala at night ia
considerably more difficult. eaplcially above 1 MHI on short-skip
where multiple .kip mode. and rapid changll in arrival angle
occur.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

DC'-! Con.tructlon Dm

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
bbltjj DCP-! Ma=.~r.tUillqJil!;

X. Horizontal diatance, in inchel, from the vertical centerline
(VCL) on the side observed. Negative values of 1 are left of
VCL. politive value. of 1 are right of VCL.

y. Vertical diltance, in inches. from the bottom horizontal
edge of the .ide observed.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

D. Hole diameter in inches.

Hole loci are first marked on the box with a .criber and are then
drilled with a .125" bit. Sub.equently. al required, the hole.

are enlarged to the proper aile by u.ing progrellively larger
bit. up to that corresponding to the final desired diameter.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Box. 7" 1 5" 1 3"

~able 2: DC'-l "u~er level" Da~l.t

Vendor code. for thi. and other parte liltl:

HOU . Hou.er Electronics

I P. O. Box' 350166
I Brooklyn, NY 11235-0003

111433 Woodside Ave.
I Santee, CA 92071
ITel. 1-800-346-6873

. Radio Shack I Hanylocations worldwide

HCL . Hini-Circuita

LIFT ILL.LI
RS

Hole Compo
I D"ig.

Description 1 y D

Item.Deaignator Delcription/ValueVendor Vendor Stock' QTY
... ...

1 - chaasil box 7"15"13" HOU 531-TF-782 1
2 TAl phale-reversingtranlformercard (aeeTable3) .

3 Al BBA-CbroadbandampUfiercard (leeRn.-I ~rt;"'.)
4 Cl.C2,C5-C8.capacitor.0.1uF RS 272-109 6
5 C3 .capacitor.10uFtant.HOU581-10H35 1
6 C4 capacitor.0.001 uF IS 272-126 1
7 Dl zener diode IN4739A HOU 333-1H4739A 1
8 Jl.J2.36 BHC jack IS 278-105 3
9 J3.J4 stereo headphone jack IS 272-312~ 2
10 35 black banana jack IS 274-662 1
11 J7 "phono jack RS 274-346 1
12 11,R2 pot..500 ohm. linear HOU 31CR205 2
13 R3,I4 pot.. lOX 10-turn HOU 594-53411103 2

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~+++++++++++++++

L2...l SID I

(Table 1 - cont.'

6 13 Line 1 tune pot. - shaft -1.0 3.75 0.375
7 R4 Line 2 tune pot. - shaft -1.0 1.25 0.375
8 TAl PhaleRev.TranlformerCard-H/Wl -0.5 2.5 0.125
9 TAl PhaleRev.Transformercard-H/W2 0.3 2.5 0.125

10 81 Band Select switch - shaft 0.5 4.0 0.25
11 81 Band Select switch - tab 0.5 3.75 0.144
12 82 Power switch - shaft 0.5 1.0 0.25
13 82 Power switch tab 0.5 0.75 0.144
U S4 Amplifier switch - shaft 2.0 4.0 0.25
15 S4 Amplifier.lwitch - tab , 2.0 3.75 0.U4
16 S3 Hode switch - shaft 2.0 2.5 0.375
17 S3 Hode switch - tab 2.5 2.5 0.144
18 15 OUtput Levelpot. - tab I. f.81S" 1.0 0.144
19 15 OUtput Levelpot. - shaft 2.0 1.0 0.3125

LIOHT SID I

Hole Compo Deacription 1 y D
. Deaig.- ---- -----------------------------.------.------.
1 J7 B+ In - phono jack 0.0 1. 75 0.25
2 03 OHDH/V - internal lug 0.0 1.125 0.125
3 J6 IF OUt - BHCjack 0.0 0.5 0.375
4 Al Broadband Amp. Card - H/V 3 0.875 1. 625 0.125
5 Al Broadband Amp. Card - H/V 1 0.875 0.625 0.125
6 Al Broadband AmP. Card - H/V 4 1.815 1.625 0.125
7 Al Broadband Amp. Card - H/V 2 1.875 0.625 0.125

Hole Compo Description 1 y D
. De8ig.- ---- ----------------------------.---- --.------.----
1 33 Ant.l control-.tereo phonejack -1.25 1.15 0.3752 Jl Ant.l IF I DC- IHC jack -1.25 0.5 0.3753 01 GNDH/V - internal lug 0.0 1.125 0.125
4 J5 GNDIn - black banana jaok 0.0 0.5 0.3125
5 J4 Ant.2 control-.tereo phonejeck 1.25 1.75. 0.375
6 32 Ant,2 IF I DC -BHC jack 1.25 0.5 0.375

-----------------------------.---- --.---- --.----
1 11 Line 1 Level POt. - tab -3.062S' 3.75 0.144
2 11 Line 1 Level pot. - shaft -2.75 3.75 0.3125
3 12 Line 2 Level POt; -tab -3.06ZS' 1.25 0.144

.4 12 Line 2 Level pot. - shaft -2.75 1.25 0.3125
5 02 ONDH/V - internal lug -1.75 2.5 0.125
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(Table 2 -cont.)

14 R5 pot., IX, linear HOU
15 R6 resistor, 1 ohm HOU
16 R7,R8 resistor, 100 ohm RS
17 R9,RI0 resistor, 5.1 ohm HOU
18 RII-R14,R17 resistor, 330 ohm RS
19 R15,R16 resistor, 62 ohm HOU
20 RFCl,RFC2 inductor, 3300 uH HOU
21 Sl,S2 switch,SPDT,on-on RS
22 S3 switch/3pole/4pos.rotarr HOU
23 S4 switch,3PDT,on-on HOU
24 for RI-R5,S3 knob RS

Small hardware ite.s (for 01, 02, 03, AI, TAl)

25
26
27
28

31CR301
29SJ500-1.0
274-1311
29SJ500-5.1
271-1315
29SJ500-62
43LH233
275-326
10W034
10TC280
274-416

screw, 4-40 X .25" HOU 572-01880
split lockwasher, '4 HOU 572-00649
solder lug, '4 HOU 534-7311
hex nut, 4-40 HOU 572-00486

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Table 3t TAl phase-reve~sal transformer card I parts list

Vendor codes per Table 2.1
1
2
2
5
2
2
2
1
1
6

Item Designator Description/Value Vendor Vendor stock I:..--- - -
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

81,82
81,82

81
82

P1-P4
Tl

8
6
3
3

QTY

perfboard(0.6"Xl.2~RS 276-1396 (cut)
screw, 4-40 X.25" MOU 572-01880
spacer,4-40X .5" MOU 534-1450C
split lockwasher,I4 MOU 572-00649
solder lug, 14 MOU 534-7311
flea-olip for .042 hole MOU 574-T42-1/100
RF tr~".torner,1t1 MCL T1-6-X65

1
2
2
1
1
4
1

Miso. itemst buSI wire, so~~er "AS REQUIRED"
+++++++++++++fl.+++t+t+++t++++t++IIIIIIIII++++++++++++++++++++++++

Misc. ite.st hook-up wire, bU88 wire, solder,labell "AS REQUIRED"
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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